Stockholm Open

CITY, COUNTRY
Stockholm, Sweden

TOURNAMENT DATES
7 - 13 November 2021

SURFACE
Hard, Plexipave

TOTAL FINANCIAL COMMITMENT
€ 711,275

STATUTORY

MAIN DRAW SINGLES

1 ITA JANNIK SINNER, Jannik
   ITA SINNER [1]
2 WC GBM MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   A. MURRAY
   76(4) 63
3 Q DURASOVIC, Viktor
   Q NER DURASOVIC, Viktor
   A. MURRAY
   76(4) 63
4 WC BORG, Leo
   WC BORG
   T. PAUL
   64 62
5 USA FRITZ, Taylor
   USA FRITZ
   T. PAUL
   64 62
6 ITA SINNER, Jannik
   ITA SINNER [1]

7 LL GERASIMOV, Egor
   LL GERASIMOV, Egor
   T. FRITZ [5]
   64 64
8 USA FRITZ, Taylor
   USA FRITZ
   T. FRITZ [5]
   64 64
9 GBR EVANS, Daniel
   GBR EVANS [4]
   D. EVANS [4]
   T. PAUL
   57 76(5) 64
10 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   T. FRITZ [5]
   76(4) 63
11 ESP FOKINA, Alejandro
   ESP FOKINA, Alejandro
   A. DAVIDOVICH FOKINA
   76(5) 62
12 USA MCDONALD, Mackenzie
   USA MCDONALD
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
13 ESP MARTINEZ, Pedro
   ESP MARTINEZ
   P. MARTINEZ
   16 61 61
14 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
15 ESP MURRAY, Andy
   ESP MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
16 USA FRITZ, Taylor
   USA FRITZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
17 ESP MARTINEZ, Pedro
   ESP MARTINEZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
18 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
19 USA FRITZ, Taylor
   USA FRITZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64

20 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
21 ESP MARTINEZ, Pedro
   ESP MARTINEZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
22 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
23 USA FRITZ, Taylor
   USA FRITZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
24 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
25 ESP MARTINEZ, Pedro
   ESP MARTINEZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
26 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
27 ESP MARTINEZ, Pedro
   ESP MARTINEZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
28 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
29 ESP MARTINEZ, Pedro
   ESP MARTINEZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
30 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
31 ESP MARTINEZ, Pedro
   ESP MARTINEZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
32 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64

33 ESP MARTINEZ, Pedro
   ESP MARTINEZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
34 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
35 ESP MARTINEZ, Pedro
   ESP MARTINEZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
36 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
37 ESP MARTINEZ, Pedro
   ESP MARTINEZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
38 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
39 ESP MARTINEZ, Pedro
   ESP MARTINEZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
40 WC MURRAY, Andy
   WC MURRAY
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
41 ESP MARTINEZ, Pedro
   ESP MARTINEZ
   D. EVANS [4]
   57 76(5) 64
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PRIZE MONEY
€ 98,030

ALTERNATES / LUCKY LOSERS
F. AUGER-ALIASSIME [2]
F. AUGER-ALIASSIME [2]
F. AUGER-ALIASSIME [2]

WITHDRAWALS
A. Bublik - Shoulder Pain
A. Gerasimov (LL)
J. Kovalik (LL)
J. Thompson (Illness)
M. Giron (Illness)
R. Carballes Baena (Foot Pain)

SEEDING AWARD

SEIVER, Jannik

ALTERNATE
BYE

UZB ISTOMIN, Denis
SRB KRAJINOVIĆ, Filip

FOLLOW LIVE SCORING AT
www.ATPTour.com

ATP SUPERVISOR(S)
Thomas Karlberg/Mohamed Chahir Fitouhi

RETIREMENTS/WALKOVERS

E. Gerasimov (LL)
J. Kovalik (LL)
N. Serdarusic (LL)
J. Thompson (Illness)
M. Giron (Illness)
R. Carballes Baena (Foot Pain)

FIRST ROUND
€ 6,565

SECOND ROUND
€ 11,230

THIRD ROUND
€ 19,400

PRESIDENTS CUP
€ 33,950

WINNER
€ 57,595

FINALIST
€ 33,950

SEMI-FINALIST
€ 15,400

QUARTER-FINALIST
€ 11,230

FIRST ROUND
€ 6,565

BYE

F. AUGER-ALIASSIME [2]
F. AUGER-ALIASSIME [2]
F. AUGER-ALIASSIME [2]
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